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Abstract 
 Consumers are increasingly concerned with the use of antibiotics and hormones in 
poultry production, and the news media is the primary way consumers gain knowledge about this 
subject.  This study assessed articles about antibiotic and hormone use in poultry production 
from the New York Times, USA Today, and the Wall Street Journal from 1994 to 2014.  This 
study employed a content analysis methodology to assess selected articles (n = 139) for key 
messaging about antibiotic and hormone use in poultry production, article tone, article framing, 
and article journalistic quality.  Data gathered from key messages were assessed for emergent 
themes that were reported as frequencies, and data gathered about tone, framing, and journalistic 
quality were assessed for frequencies and significant differences between media outlets (p < .05).   
 Five emergent themes were evident in the analysis of these articles: 1) consumers 
awareness of and concern for antibiotic/hormone use in poultry production (41.0%, n = 57); 2) 
the role of antibiotic use in poultry production in increased levels of antibiotic-resistant bacteria 
(40.3%, n = 56); 3) regulation of antibiotic use in poultry production (36.0%, n = 50); 4) purpose 
of antibiotic/hormone use in poultry production (32.4%, n = 45); and 5) transparency of 
antibiotic use poultry production practices (13.7%, n = 19).  Articles were written with primarily 
a neutral or negative tone, and the human interest and responsibility frames were evoked most 
frequently.  Articles showed the most quality in terms of selectivity of information included in 
the articles, while displaying the lowest percentage of quality in objectivity.   
 Conclusions were drawn from the findings, and recommendations were made for 
agricultural communicators and journalists, as well as for public relations in the poultry industry.  
These included a stronger focus on understanding and addressing consumer concern about 
antibiotic and hormone use in poultry production, increased transparency, and improved relations 
with media contacts who cover antibiotic and hormone use in poultry production issues.  
Additionally, future research recommendations are made, including qualitative research to 
understand why journalists and gatekeepers set agendas and how they frame articles about 
antibiotic and hormone use in poultry production and stronger research focus on determining the 
link between antibiotic use in poultry production and increased antibiotic-resistant bacteria.  
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Overview of the Literature 
 Understanding the production methods that provide the public with food is of growing 
importance and concern for the modern consumer.  One area consumers are concerned with is 
the use of antibiotics and hormones in food production processes, stemming from the somewhat 
murky understanding consumers have about the effects these substances have on food (Brewer & 
Rojas, 2006; Hwang, Roe, & Teisl, 2005).  In the mid-20th century, antibiotic use became 
prevalent in American agriculture, as researchers began to understand the economic implications 
of including small amounts of antibiotics in the feed of livestock (Gustafson & Bowen, 1997).  In 
contrast to the use of antibiotics in the three major livestock sectors, hormones are only used in 
the beef industry and are not permitted for use in the pork and poultry industries (American Meat 
Institute [AMI], 2009).  Antibiotics play an important role in poultry production, helping to treat 
illnesses in a therapeutic fashion and improving the size and quality of poultry in a growth-
promoting capacity (Singer & Hofacre, 2006).  Consumer perceptions of poultry as a quality 
food source are important to understand because poultry production is an important part of the 
agricultural landscape of the U.S. (Poultry Federation, 2014; United States Department of 
Agriculture [USDA], 2014).   
Consumers gather much of their understanding of the food production system from media 
(Malone, Boyd, & Bero, 2000).  Agriculture is not heavily covered in the media, but media 
coverage of agricultural issues still plays a role in influencing the public’s perceptions and voting 
choices, which ultimately affects legislation (Kuykendall, 2010).  Newspapers play an important 
role in informing the public of agricultural information (Reisner, 2005).  The role of newspapers 
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is particularly important for informing local residents of agricultural areas because they are the 
most accessible form of media for these residents (Reisner, 2005).  Information disseminated by 
newspapers inherently reflects the views of the journalists and editors who write and determine 
content for the outlet (Reisner, 2005).  The way journalists and editors interpret and view a story 
is the way it is presented to the public in the newspaper (Reisner, 2005).  Newspaper articles are 
subject to agenda setting theory and framing theory, which are a media outlet’s ability to tell 
readers what are the salient issues and how to think about those issues, respectively (McCombs 
& Shaw, 1972; Scheufele & Tewksbury, 2007).  
Need for the Study 
 As noted, the issue of antibiotic and hormone use is especially salient in the poultry 
industry, where, like other agricultural sectors, consumer opinions of antibiotics and hormones 
effect consumer purchasing behavior (Brewer and Rojas, 2007; Hwang et al., 2005; USDA, 
2014).  Often, what consumers do know about agricultural processes they primarily glean from 
media (Malone et al., 2000; Reisner, 2005), and newspapers are a form of media readily 
available to communities from which they learn about agricultural practices in their area and 
across the country (Reisner, 2005; Reisner & Walter, 1994).  Newspapers, as well as other media 
outlets, often provide information about issues through the lenses of agenda-setting and framing 
(McCombs & Shaw, 1972; Scheufele & Tewksbury, 2007).  The way journalists portray 
agricultural issues may be based more on their understanding of how to make the story into an 
article than on their understanding of an agricultural practice (Reisner, 2005).  Consumers are 
now more removed from the farm than ever because of urbanization and technology (Leising, 
Pense, & Igo, 2000), thus they are more willing to accept a journalist’s account of an agricultural 
issue as expert opinion because of their lack of understanding.  Because the public (consumers) 
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gains most of its knowledge of the use of antibiotics and hormones in the poultry industry from 
media (Kuykendall, 2010; Panach, 2007), there is a need to examine the messaging to identify 
and determine the extent of agenda setting and framing present, both of which have the potential 
to change consumer behavior by influencing what consumers think about and how they think 
about it.  The importance of newspapers in communicating agricultural material makes 
newspapers articles an appropriate context to study messaging about antibiotics and hormones 
(Reisner, 2005).  A better understanding will lead to recommendations for agricultural 
communicators who struggle with a public that does not adequately understand the poultry 
production processes that provide consumers with an inexpensive source of protein (Poultry 
Federation, 2014).  
Statement of the Problem 
 Poultry production is an important source of food and an integral part of the agricultural 
landscape in the U.S. (Poultry Federation, 2014; USDA, 2014), and consumers are concerned 
with the use of antibiotics and hormones in the production processes of the industry (Hwang et 
al., 2005).  Consumers gain a majority of their knowledge of agriculture from media, and 
newspapers are especially adept at influencing consumer perceptions of agricultural 
(Kuykendall, 2010; Malone et al., 2000).  Because consumer opinion and understanding of a 
product drives consumer behavior there is a need to understand the messages that select media 
(i.e. newspapers) elicit about antibiotic and hormone use in poultry production so the agricultural 
communicators and the poultry industry can address misconceptions that may be present.   
Purpose Statement 
The purpose of this study was to assess the content of three national newspapers about 
antibiotic and hormone use in poultry production for key messaging, tone, framing, and quality, 
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so that recommendations can be made to improve media coverage of antibiotic and hormone use 
in poultry production.  
Objectives: 
 Specific objectives for this study were to:  
1. Describe key messages in selected newspaper articles about antibiotic and hormone use 
in poultry production;  
2. Identify the tone of selected newspaper articles about antibiotic and hormone use in 
poultry production;  
3. Identify the framing of selected newspaper articles about antibiotic and hormone use in 
poultry production; 
4. Determine the journalistic quality of selected newspaper articles about antibiotic and 
hormone use in poultry production; and 
5. Determine if significant differences (p < .05) exist between selected media outlets’ 
framing, tone, and quality of articles about antibiotic and hormone use in poultry 
production. 
Definitions 
 Agenda setting – the correlation between the emphasis the media places on a certain issue 
and the importance the public attributes to the issue as a consequence (McCombs & 
Shaw, 1972).  
 Antibiotic – a drug that is used to kill harmful bacteria and to cure infections (Merriam-
Webster, 2014).  
 Editor – a person who is in charge of and determines the final content of a newspaper, 
magazine, or multi-author book (Oxford, 2014).  
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 Editorial – an article of comment or opinion, usually on the editorial page (Mencher, 
2010). 
 Feature – story emphasizing the human interest or entertaining aspects of a situation 
(Mencher, 2010).  
 Framing – the idea that how an issue is characterized by the media influences how the 
issue is understood by the public (Scheufele & Tweksbury, 2007).  
 Hormone – a natural substance that is produced in the body and that influences the way 
the body grows or develops (Merriam-Webster, 2014). 
 Journalist – a writer for a news medium (Merriam-Webster, 2014).  
 News – live and current news in contrast to features (Mencher, 2010).  
 Poultry – domesticated birds kept for eggs or meat (Merriam-Webster, 2014).  
Limitations 
 The nature of this content analysis research presented some limitations.  Primarily, the 
need for a search in Lexis Nexis and ProQuest to gather a population for the study created some 
problems.  One of these problems is the unreliability of the search engines to return an identical 
set of articles based on different search times, despite searching with the same terms.  Depending 
on the time of a search, the searcher may not return the same set of results between two different 
searches; the differences are minimal, but the unreliability could cause problems for replication 
of this study.  Additionally, the search terms used were as restrictive as possible while allowing 
for a population to be drawn, yet they were not sufficient to completely remove articles that did 
not fit the context of the research.  This left the decision of inclusion of articles based on context 





 Consumers are increasingly concerned about the substances that are fed and used in the 
production of the food they eat.  In particular, the use of antibiotics and hormones is a point of 
interest for the modern consumer.  A study conducted by Hwang et al. (2005) found that of the 
eight food production and processing technologies assessed in the study, consumers were most 
concerned about artificial growth hormones and were intermediately concerned about antibiotics.  
Brewer and Rojas (2007) noted that consumers may be concerned with the use of antibiotics and 
hormones because they “are poorly understood by consumers [and] may have potentially 
dangerous or unknown long-term effects” (p. 12).  There are many factors that have contributed 
to the increased awareness of the use of food safety issues such as the use of antibiotics and 
hormones in food, including media attention; greater consumer understanding of the 
interconnectedness of agricultural production techniques, food quality, and human and 
environmental safety; and greater awareness of the relationship between diet and health (Lynch 
& Lin, 1994).   
The U.S. Poultry Industry 
 In the U.S., poultry is an important part of the agricultural landscape.  In fact, the U.S. 
poultry industry is the world’s largest meat producer and the second largest meat exporter in the 
world (Poultry Federation, 2014).  Americans consume poultry at a considerably higher rate than 
beef or pork, with a per person consumption average of 80 pounds of chicken and 17 pounds of 
turkey each year.  In 2013, the value of poultry production and sales was $44.1 billion, an 
increase of 15% from the previous year (USDA, 2014).  The majority of production revenue in 
the U.S. poultry industry can be attributed to broilers, which garnered 70% of the total 
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production value and accounted for $30.7 billion of production value.  Of the states that have 
broiler production, Georgia, Alabama, and Arkansas rank the highest in number of birds 
produced (USDA, 2014).  In terms of value of production of broilers, Georgia, Arkansas, and 
North Carolina hold the top three rankings, respectively (USDA, 2014).    
In the last half century, poultry production in the U.S. has evolved from disparate, 
locally-oriented businesses to a highly efficient industry (National Chicken Council, 2012).  The 
poultry industry in America is designed around vertical integration; namely, large poultry 
companies own and operate hatcheries, feed mills, and processing plants (Boehler, 2010).  In this 
design, growers are contracted by the companies, known as integrators, to raise the birds, but the 
integrators retain ownership of the birds during the growing process (Boehler, 2010).  Once the 
growers have raised the birds to market weight, the integrator retakes possession of the birds and 
completes the production process in the processing plant (Boehler, 2010).  Processing plants 
typically further process birds into cut-up and value-added products, which consumers prefer 
more now in comparison to the traditional whole bird (National Chicken Council, 2012).    
Antibiotics and Hormones in Poultry Production 
 The use of antibiotics in feeding regimens of livestock became prevalent following World 
War II, when researchers began to understand the commercial implications of the inclusion of 
small amounts of antibiotics in feed, which promoted better growth and feed efficiency 
(Gustafson & Bowen, 1997).  Antibiotics are normally administered to large groups of animals 
through feed or drinking water, and in cattle this medication is often supplemented with 
injections (Gustafson & Bowen, 1997).  Antibiotics are not controversial in and of themselves, 
but the extent and type of antibiotics used in the feed supply of livestock is (Gustafson & Bowen, 
1997).  The controversy for most of the general public lies in the question of whether or not 
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inclusion of antibiotics in the food supply of livestock increases antibiotic resistances in human 
bacterial flora (Gustafson & Bowen, 1997).   
 One sector of the agriculture industry that relies on antibiotic feeding regimens is the 
poultry production industry.  There are two primary divisions of antibiotic use in the poultry 
industry: therapeutic antibiotics and growth-promotant antibiotics (Singer & Hofacre, 2006).  
Some of the same antibiotics that are used to promote growth and feed efficiency are also shown 
to be effective at controlling endemic diseases in large groups of livestock and poultry 
(Gustafson & Bowen, 1997).  Growth-promotant antibiotics are often the same kind of 
antibiotics used in the therapeutic capacity, only they are administered in much smaller doses in 
the feed of birds to improve body weight, feed efficiency, and/or growth rates (Singer & 
Hofacre, 2006).  Therapeutic antibiotics are used when a disease has been introduced to a farm, 
and the poultry veterinarian for the farm must decide if the disease can be treated with an 
antibiotic, and if so, what dosage of the antibiotic should be administered (Singer & Hofacre, 
2006).  Therapeutic antibiotics are often administered to sick birds in the water supply because it 
is not physically or economically feasible to administer individual doses to birds (Singer & 
Hofacre, 2006).  Therapeutic antibiotics are primarily used in the poultry industry to combat 
Escherichia coli, which is the most prominent disease effecting the poultry industry (Singer & 
Hofacre, 2006).  Yet, the number of therapeutic antibiotics used to treat E. coli is limited; 
because of this, it can be speculated that the limited treatment options for this disease has 
resulted in many years of selection pressure and eventual resistance to certain kinds of antibiotics 
(Singer & Hofacre, 2006).  Before an antibiotic is approved and used in poultry production, it is 
vetted in rigorous toxicology and pharmacokinetic studies mandated by the FDA and USDA 
(Donoghue, 2003).  In contrast to U.S. policies, growth promotion use of antibiotics in the 
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European Union has been banned since 2006 based on concerns of the role growth-promoting 
antibiotics play in increased development of antimicrobial resistance and the transference of this 
resistance to animal to human microbiota (Castanon, 2007).   
 Another growing concern among consumers is whether or not the food they purchase and 
eat has been given or exposed to hormones during production.  Of the three major meat 
industries in the U.S., hormones are only approved and used in the beef industry, and the use of 
hormones or steroids has never been allowed in the pork or poultry industry (AMI, 2009).  
Despite consumer concern, “careful federal regulation and oversight of the use of hormones 
should assure consumers that beef from cattle raised with approved hormones is safe and 
wholesome” (AMI, 2009, p. 2).  The concern for issues associated with hormones holds little 
bearing on the poultry industry considering the illegality of their use (USDA, 2012). 
Agriculture and the Media 
In today’s culture, the news media fills an important role as the primary way for the 
general public to gain access to health-related information as new scientific information becomes 
available (Malone et al., 2000).  The scientific facts offered by the media are often thought to 
speak for themselves, which leaves the task of evaluating the implications of the science and 
determining what action to take based on that understanding to the general public (Malone et al., 
2000).  Among the scientific community, agricultural science plays an important role in the 
general public’s health and well-being, yet it is under represented in media coverage; research 
conducted by Reisner and Walter (1994) indicated that neither general newspapers or agricultural 
newspapers provided readers with complete and adequate coverage of agricultural issues.  
Despite the limited coverage, media coverage has an effect on the general public’s “perceptions 
of agriculture, specific legislation, and their voting choices” (Kuykendall, 2010, p. 45).  One way 
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that newspapers effect perceptions is through the tone of articles, which Hyde defines as the 
overall impression left with the reader after reading an article (Hyde, 2001).  In previous research 
about agricultural issues and media coverage conducted by Panach (2007), the tone of an article 
was measured as either positive, neutral, or negative.  Despite the importance of tone on 
effecting perceptions, Hyde (2001) noted that defining tone is not a precise science and that it is 
based on the combined activity of rhetorical variables in an article.  
Newspapers have a particularly important role in providing the general public with 
information about agriculture, as Reisner (2005) found in research conducted on newspaper 
coverage of swine farming.  An important distinction the author made in the research about 
newspaper coverage of swine farming is that “what newspapers report is the picture to which the 
residents of a local community have easy public access” (Reisner, 2005, p. 2,712).  It is 
important to note that newspapers inherently reflect the views of the reporters who write the 
articles found within their pages; reporters ask questions and listen for answers that fit an 
internalized script of what they feel should be included in a story (Reisner, 2005).  News 
reporters often write stories based on their conception of the most important things to include in 
a story.  For example, a reporter covering swine farming who thought the odor of hog houses 
was an important aspect of the story would ask questions of interviewees about the smell of hog 
operations, which the interviewees may not have elicited otherwise (Reisner, 2005).  Because 
consumers are more removed from agriculture because of urbanization and technology (Leising 
et al., 2000), they are more willing to accept a journalist’s portrayal of agricultural issues as an 
accurate depiction because of their own lack of understanding of agriculture.  
One group of individuals uniquely equipped to provide the general public with 
information about agriculture is agricultural communicators.  This group of individuals possesses 
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the necessary skills to communicate agricultural messages effectively to the public not involved 
in agriculture (Hartenstein, 2002).  Hartenstein (2002) also pointed out that as the general public 
becomes less familiar with agriculture, agricultural communicators are needed “to provide 
timely, accurate information on current issues and events” (p. 3).  Agricultural communicators 
should possess skills in writing, editing, project management, problem solving, critical thinking, 
listening, marketing, public speaking, and visual communication in addition to having a broad 
knowledge of agriculture (Hartenstein, 2002).   
Theoretical Framework 
 Agenda setting. 
In research McCombs and Shaw (1972) conducted about the role of mass media in 
political campaigns, an important distinction is made concerning how media affects how the 
public learns; namely, the public learns more about the issues on which the media places the 
most emphasis.  This ability of the media to set the pace and emphasis for what the public knows 
about an issue is known as the agenda-setting function of media (McCombs & Shaw, 1972).  
This research suggests that individual news media outlets paint an imperfect picture of the actual 
climate surrounding an issue, but the composite of many media outlets often has an agenda-
setting function on media consumers (McCombs & Shaw, 1972).  The effect of agenda setting is 
prominent especially in regard to influencing which issues the public views as salient (i.e. 
accessible) (Scheufele & Tewksbury, 2007).  Agenda setting is not so much focused on what the 
issue is about, but more so on the amount of time and attention given to the issue, which carries a 
more potent effect with the audience (Scheufele & Tewksbury, 2007).   
Agenda setting could well be the basis of the business model for newspapers.  An 
important concept to note is the primary concepts behind newspapers, namely, to produce 
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readers, not news (Conboy & Steel, 2008).  By focusing efforts on tailoring news to meet an 
audience, newspapers can more effectively generate revenue and/or exert influence over readers 
(Conboy & Steel, 2008).  Through engaging in agenda setting, newspapers cater to what they 
think their audience will want to hear, thus generating readers.  
Previous research has used agenda setting to describe the effect of media on consumer 
understanding and confidence.  Bharad, Harrison, Kinsey, Degeneffe, and Ferreira (2010) found 
that media coverage “has a significant and negative impact on consumer confidence in the 
safety” of the U.S. food system (p. 11).  These researchers also noted a negative impact on 
consumer confidence in the preparedness of the food system to deal with food safety events 
(Bharad et al., 2010).  Furthermore, an increase in mass media coverage of food safety issues is 
enough to lead to a decline in consumer confidence and an increase in the belief that the national 
food supply system is not prepared to deal with any problems that would arise (Bharad et al., 
2010).  Research results point to the mass media’s role as an influential and important 
component of changing consumer attitudes (Bharad et al., 2010).   
 Framing. 
 Framing is a way of understanding how an issue is characterized in media affects how the 
public views the issue (Scheufele & Tewksbury, 2007).  It is based on the assumption that 
characterization of an issue in a news report can have an influence on how an audience 
understands it (Scheufele & Tewksbury, 2007).  Framing is used by journalists to “present 
information in a way that resonates with existing underlying schemas among their audiences,” 
which does not necessarily mean that journalists intentionally spin news stories in a certain way 
or try to deceive their audiences (Scheufele & Tewksbury, 2007, p.12).  Essentially, framing is 
an invaluable tool for presenting complex issues to audience members so they can understand 
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them based on the schema and constructs they already possess (Scheufele & Tewksbury, 2007).  
Framing also describes “how people use information and presentation features regarding issues 
as they form impressions” (Scheufele & Tewksbury, 2007, p. 12).  Framing is a mechanism that 
pertains to message construction more than to media effects, and it is the way the media causes 
an audience to define how it thinks about an issue as opposed to whether it thinks about an issue 
(Scheufele & Tewksbury, 2007).  
 Valkenburg, Semetko, and Vreese (1999) identified four common frames, which they 
used in their research to categorize frames and how they cause readers to think and recall. The 
conflict frame highlights the tension between individuals, groups, or institutions.  The human 
interest frame brings an individual’s perspective or emotional angle to the presentation of an 
event, issue, or problem.  The responsibility frame presents an issue in such a way as to attribute 
responsibility, positively or negatively, to a group, organization, or institution. Lastly, the 
economic consequences frame focuses on how an individual, group, organization, country, or 
region will be affected economically by an issue or event.   
 Framing has been included in other content analyses of agricultural issues.  Panach 
(2007) used framing as a simplified theoretical concept that explained a frame as the guiding 
theme of the article that was being analyzed to assess newspaper coverage of a water quality 
dispute between the state of Oklahoma and the Arkansas poultry industry.  In the case of media 
coverage of the water quality dispute described in the research, six frames were identified that 
were similar to Valkenburg and colleagues’ (1999) research (Panach, 2007).  Of the six frames 
identified, the education and responsibility frames were the most common (Panach, 2007).  The 
researcher speculated that the frequency of the education frame was evidence of “fair reporting 
and quality public relations efforts on all sides of the issue” (Panach, 2007, p. 62).  Because of 
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the focus of the study, responsibility was a frame that was expected to be found as “editors and 
journalists feel it is necessary to depict this turmoil in their stories and newspapers to engage 
readers” (Panach, 2007, p. 63).  
In a similar fashion, Kuykendall (2010) used framing as a basis for understanding 
newspaper portrayal of the 2008 California Proposition 2 in their coverage.  Kuykendall’s (2010) 
research showed that a dominant portion of opinion pieces, like columns and editorials, were 
framed through the topic of animal welfare as they described California Proposition 2, which 
was “probably a topic about which many readers are passionate” (p. 48).  The frames in 
newspaper-generated content were more likely to not include animal welfare, replacing it with 
endorsements, economic impact, political, and results frames (Kuykendall, 2010).   
Summary of Literature 
 Food safety is at the forefront of consumer concern about the food supply in the U.S. 
(Hwang et al., 2005).  One part of the food supply that plays an important role in the U.S. is the 
poultry industry, which is an integral part of the agriculture sector and economy (Poultry 
Federation, 2014; USDA, 2014).  Increasingly, consumers are concerned with the processes and 
substances that are used to raise the livestock that provide them with beef, pork, and poultry.  As 
of late, consumers are particularly interested in the use of antibiotics and hormones in the food 
supply, and this is particularly true in the case of poultry (Hwang et al., 2005).  Consumers learn 
most of what they know about science and agriculture through media, yet information consumers 
receive from media is intrinsically expressed through the lens of the media outlet (Malone, et al., 
2000).  Media often tells the public what the most salient issues of the day are, which is known 
as the agenda-setting function of media (Scheufele & Tewksbury, 2007).  Media also tells the 
public how to view certain issues, which is known as framing (Scheufele & Tewksbury, 2007).  
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With this in mind, there is a need to determine how agenda setting and framing have an effect on 





Restatement of Purpose Statement 
The purpose of this study was to assess the content of three national newspapers about 
antibiotic and hormone use in poultry production for key messaging, tone, framing, and quality, 
so that recommendations can be made to improve media coverage of antibiotic and hormone use 
in poultry production.  
Restatement of Objectives: 
 Specific objectives for this study were to:  
1. Describe key messages in selected newspaper articles about antibiotic and hormone use 
in poultry production;  
2. Identify the tone of selected newspaper articles about antibiotic and hormone use in 
poultry production;  
3. Identify the framing of selected newspaper articles about antibiotic and hormone use in 
poultry production; 
4. Determine the journalistic quality of selected newspaper articles about antibiotic and 
hormone use in poultry production; and 
5. Determine if significant differences (p < .05) exist between selected media outlets’ 
framing, tone, and quality of articles about antibiotic and hormone use in poultry 
production. 
Research Design 
This study utilized content analysis, which allows researchers to objectively, 
systematically, and quantitatively describe the overall content of communication (Berelson, 
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1952).  Kolbe and Burnett (1991) further explained content analysis as an “observational 
research method that is used to systematically evaluate the symbolic content of all forms of 
recorded communications” (p. 243).  Furthermore, Kolbe and Burnett (1991) noted that content 
analysis can be conducted on a multitude of levels, like images, words, roles, so that the research 
opportunities in content analysis are widespread.  Weber (1990) defined content analysis as a 
research method that utilizes a set of procedures to make valid inferences from text, and the 
inferences drawn from content analysis can be about the sender(s) of the message, the message 
itself, or the audience.  The data to be analyzed are the text of newspapers stories in print 
pertaining to antibiotic and hormone use in poultry production, specifically, the key messaging, 
tone, frame, and article quality of the news stories portrayed by the journalists who wrote the 
stories.  
Content analysis is often misconceived as merely word counts.  Although word counts 
can play an important role, it is not the main focus of the analysis methods.  What makes content 
analysis “particularly rich and meaningful is its reliance on coding and categorizing data” 
(Stemler, 2001, para. 11).  Content analyses that involve both quantitative and qualitative 
methods are often the most effective (Weber, 1990).  A key concept in content analysis is the 
grouping of many similar words into content categories that describe the text more succinctly, 
identified as key words in context (KWIC) (Weber, 1990).  Stemler (2001) noted that a good rule 
to follow is to utilize frequency counts of words of potential interest, and then use a KWIC 
search to test for consistency of word usage.  KWIC was used to ensure semantic validity, which, 
according to Krippendorf (1980), exists when words that are placed in the same category hold 




Population and Sample 
 The population for this study included news articles, feature stories, and editorial/opinion 
pieces from selected newspapers.  Newspapers were selected based on their reach and 
readership, specifically selecting the largest newspapers nationally.  The newspapers selected for 
analysis were the New York Times, USA Today, and the Wall Street Journal.  Only full-length 
articles were analyzed, and articles written earlier than 1994 were not included in this study.  
This 20-year time span was selected because it was thought adequate to identify trends in media 
coverage, changes in poultry production antibiotic/hormone use methods, and increases in 
consumer concern about food production processes (Brewer & Rojas, 2007; Gustafson & 
Bowen, 1997).  
 The population for these three newspapers was determined by searching Lexis Nexis 
Academic (New York Times and USA Today) and ProQuest (Wall Street Journal) using the 
search phrase “antibiotic! OR hormone! w/5 chicken OR poultry” for Lexis Nexis and the search 
phrase “(antibiotic OR hormone) NEAR/5 (chicken OR poultry)” for ProQuest.  Articles before 
1994 were excluded from the search.  Using these search terms narrowed findings to articles with 
the words “antibiotics” or “hormones” within five words of the words “chicken” or “poultry”.  
The initial population searches were completed on 9 January 2015, which returned 316 articles.  
A sample size of 174 articles was calculated using a 95% confidence level and a 5% confidence 
interval (Creative Research Systems, 2012).   
The sample size for each outlet was determined based on the percentage it comprised of 
the population.  The New York Times comprised 57% of the population (n = 99), USA Today 
made up 16% of the population (n = 28), and the Wall Street Journal comprised the remaining 
27% of the population (n = 47).  For each outlet sample, articles were selected based on the 
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percentage each year contributed to the whole outlet sample.  To ensure that a random selection 
was made, the article titles and year of publication for the entire population of articles were input 
into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet, and the randomization function was used to assign each 
article a random number.  The articles were then filtered in ascending order by year and 
randomization number using the filter function in Excel, and the specified frequency for each 
year was chosen from the filtered list (see Appendix A).  To acquire and store the articles, the 
researcher downloaded and saved electronic versions (Microsoft Word) of the articles from Lexis 
Nexis and ProQuest.  
During data collection, it became apparent that some articles fit the search criteria but, 
when analyzed more closely, did not fit the context or scope of the research.  It was not possible 
to narrow the search any further and attain a more precise population, so 35 articles were not 
analyzed, bringing the sample size to 139.  Table 1 contains population and sample size per year 
and outlet and the sample size per year for the full sample.  The 35 articles that were not included 
met one or more of the following criteria: (1) the article was not a true journalistic article (i.e., 
news briefs); (2) the article fit the search terms, but did not specifically fit the context of poultry 
production (i.e., “a salmonella outbreak linked to raw chicken from California involves several 
antibiotic-resistant strains” [Weise, 2013]); and/or (3) the article fit the search terms, but the 
words carried no connotation regarding production practices (i.e., “food lovers can have 
delivered to their doorsteps items like antibiotic-free chicken drumsticks” [Miller, 2005]).  A full 













































(n = 47) 
1994 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 
1995 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 
1996 3 5 3 2 1 1 1 
1997 4 11 6 0 0 0 0 
1998 5 7 4 1 0 1 1 
1999 7 10 5 3 2 0 0 
2000 7 9 5 3 2 1 1 
2001 8 11 6 3 2 2 1 
2002 9 11 6 4 3 7 4 
2003 2 4 2 1 0 0 0 
2004 3 5 3 1 0 3 1 
2005 4 9 5 1 0 4 2 
2006 5 6 3 2 0 5 3 
2007 10 12 6 1 0 9 5 
2008 9 8 4 3 2 8 4 
2009 2 7 4 4 3 0 0 
2010 6 7 4 3 2 3 2 
2011 6 8 4 2 1 5 3 
2012 13 18 10 3 2 5 3 
2013 19 14 8 7 5 17 9 




 To guide the content analysis used in this research, as well as to maintain consistency in 
evaluation, a code sheet was developed by the researcher.  The first question of the code sheet 
assesses the type of article being analyzed, namely, whether the article was a news, feature, or 
editorial piece.  The type of article was determined based on characteristics of the writing.  News 
stories were characterized as such when they followed the inverted pyramid and were focused on 
timely, newsworthy topics.  Feature stories were named as such when written using block format 
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and were focused on human interest or entertaining aspects of a situation.  Editorial pieces were 
characterized as such when they were letters to the editor or opinion pieces run by the media 
outlet.   
The second question was created to assess the frame of the article, namely, conflict, 
economic consequences, human interest, responsibility, or inconclusive/multiple (Valkenburg et 
al., 1999).  Article frame was determined by matching the article to the best definition of the four 
frames noted by Valkenburg and colleagues (1997).  The conflict frame highlighted the tension 
between individuals, groups, or institutions.  The human interest frame brought an individual’s 
perspective or emotional angle to the presentation of an event, issue, or problem.  The 
responsibility frame presented an issue in such a way as to attribute responsibility, positively or 
negatively, to a group, organization, or institution.  The economic consequences frame focused 
on how an individual, group, organization, country, or region will be affected economically by 
an issue or event.  If an article exhibited more than one frame it was labeled multiple, and if a 
frame was not exhibited the article was labeled inconclusive.   
The third question assessed what the focus of the article was: antibiotics, hormones, or 
both.  The fourth question was designed to assess the article’s messaging about antibiotic and 
hormone use in poultry production, asking the coder to list the key messages.  The fifth question 
assessed the portrayal of antibiotic/hormone use in poultry production as either positive, neutral, 
or negative (Panach, 2007).  Tone for each article was determined by analyzing the article 
completely and in context; based on construction, quotes, and sources a tone measure of either 
positive, negative, or neutral was assigned for the article’s portrayal of antibiotic/hormone use in 
poultry production.   
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The last 12 questions assessed article quality on 12 qualities of good writing identified by 
Mencher (2010): accuracy, attribution, verification, completeness, fairness, balance, objectivity, 
brevity & sufficiency, selectivity, incorporation of human interest, evidence of reporter’s 
responsibility, and journalistic style.  These questions assessed whether the article exhibited each 
of the 12 qualities with either a yes, no, or can’t tell response.  Articles that definitely exhibited 
the quality were assigned a “yes”, and articles that definitely did not exhibit the quality were 
assigned a “no”.  When the coder was unclear as to whether or not the article exhibited the 
quality it was assigned a “can’t tell” response.  To aid in ease of data collection and storage, an 
online coding system was created in Qualtrics based on the code sheet developed by the 
researcher.  The code sheet used in analysis can be found in Appendix C. 
 Prior to data analysis inter- and intra-coder reliability was addressed.  To ensure inter-
coder reliability the lead researcher and the researcher’s committee chair selected five articles 
from the population and analyzed each of the articles separately.  After both coders had 
completed coding one article, percent agreement was calculated using hand calculations, and the 
coders compared analyses and reconciled differences through negotiating (Weber, 1990).  This 
was repeated for each article until all five had been analyzed.  Typically, an agreement level of 
80% is acceptable for inter-coder reliability (McMillan & Schumacher, 2010), and in this 
instance the two coders’ agreement level was between 83.3% and 98.1% when coding the five 
articles together.  Because the lead researcher and committee chair calculated agreement levels 
greater than 80% on the five articles, the lead researcher completed the coding singlehandedly.  
Intra-coder reliability was accounted for by the creation and use of a code sheet during analysis, 
which ensured coding was conducted similarly for each article.  To ensure validity for the 
qualitative portion of this content analysis, the researcher engaged in prolonged and persistent 
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field work, reported findings with low-inference descriptors, and sought agreement on emergent 
themes present with the committee chair prior to reporting findings.  The use of code sheets to 
analyze the articles also serves as an audit trail of the research.   
Data Analysis 
  The content analysis methodology used in this research incorporated both quantitative 
and qualitative components.  Quantitative data was gathered and analyzed for article type, article 
focus, article frame, article tone, and journalist; these constructs were analyzed for frequencies 
using Microsoft Excel.  After the initial frequency analysis, Chi-square analysis was conducted 
to determine if significant differences (p < .05) existed between the outlets’ framing of articles 
and to determine if significant differences (p < .05) existed between outlets based on tone using 
SAS 9.3 (Carry, NC).  Additionally, the data gathered from the portion of the code sheet that 
dealt with the 12 quality indicators was analyzed for frequencies.  The positive-response 
frequencies (i.e. “yes”) for each of the quality constructs were analyzed using one-way Chi 
square analysis to determine if significant differences (p < .05) existed between the outlets and 
the mean positive response frequency for the entire sample using SAS 9.3 (Carry, NC).   
The qualitative portion of this research dealt with categorizing emergent themes gathered 
regarding key messaging about antibiotic/hormone use in poultry production.  Using KWIC 
analysis, the researcher analyzed each article to determine messaging about antibiotic/hormone 
use in poultry production, which were reported as short phrases on the code sheet.  Additionally, 
the researcher downloaded electronic versions of the articles for analysis and used the comments 
feature in Microsoft Word to highlight keywords and phrases that supported the messaging 
derived from the article.  Because Qualtrics was utilized the phrases entered into the code sheet 
for each article were downloaded as entries into an Excel spreadsheet.  Utilizing the spreadsheet 
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and following the constant comparative method (Lincoln & Guba, 1985), similar phrases used to 
describe messaging about antibiotic/hormone use in poultry production were grouped together as 





 The content analysis methodology used in this study quantified characteristics and 
yielded themes and a measure of the article’s quality for the articles that were analyzed as a part 
of the sample.  The use of content analysis methodology provided an appropriate mixture of 
quantifiable characteristic and qualitative thematic data.  Not only were quantifiable data about 
characteristics and article quality gathered, but the qualitative portion of the content analysis 
revealed a rich set of emergent themes that describe the content of the writing about antibiotic 
and hormone use in poultry production.  The results from the data are discussed in the order they 
appeared on the code sheet—article characteristics, emergent themes and tones, and article 
quality.  
Article Characteristics 
 Selected article characteristics were assessed as a part of the content analysis; these 
characteristics included article type (i.e. news, feature, or editorial), article focus (i.e. antibiotics, 
hormones, or both), article frame (i.e. conflict, economic consequences, human interest, 
responsibility, inconclusive, or multiple), and journalist.  Over one-half of the articles analyzed 
were news articles (56.8%), followed by feature articles (27.3%); only 15.8% of the total articles 
were editorial pieces.  Comparatively, USA Today and the New York Times had higher 
percentages of editorial pieces about antibiotic/hormone use in poultry production (22.2% and 
21.3%, respectively) than the Wall Street Journal (2.4%).  Alternately, the Wall Street Journal 
ran a higher percentage (68.3%) of news articles about antibiotic/hormone use in poultry 
production than either of the other two outlets (53.8% New York Times; 44.4% USA Today).  
Regarding article focus, a majority of the articles focused on antibiotics, representing 77.7% of 
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the sample.  A small percentage of the total sample of articles dealt directly with hormones as 
their focus (8.6%), and 13.7% focused on both antibiotics and hormones in poultry production.  
The Wall Street Journal and USA Today both had higher percentages of articles about strictly 
hormones (17.1% and 11.1%, respectively) than articles that were about both antibiotics and 
hormones (7.3% and 0%, respectively).  Article frame was also assessed, and the most prevalent 
frame for the full sample was the human interest frame (27.3%), followed by the responsibility 
(21.6%) and conflict frames (18.7%).  Chi-square analysis was used to determine if significant 
differences existed between the outlets in regard to framing.  Because of the small sample size of 
USA Today it was excluded from this test; whereas, it did not yield enough data for each frame 
type to be analyzed.  The Wall Street Journal ran significantly more (p < .001) articles framed 
with the economic consequences frame (29.3%) than the New York Times (5.0%).  Additionally, 
the New York Times ran significantly more (p = .03) articles framed with multiple frames 
(20.0%) than the Wall Street Journal (4.9%).  Selected characteristics assessed for each article in 
the sample and each outlet are listed in Table 2.  The most prolific journalists were: Marian 
Burros for the New York Times (11.3%), Elizabeth Weise for USA Today (16.7%), and Laurie 
Burkitt and Julie Jargon for the Wall Street Journal (12.2%).  Appendix A includes journalists 




Article Types, Focus of Articles, and Frame of Articles  
 Sample  
(N = 139) 
New York 
Times (n = 80) 
USA Today  
(n = 18) 
Wall Street 
Journal (n = 41) 
 f % f % f % f % 
Article Type         
News 79 56.8 43 53.8 8 44.4 28 68.3 
Feature 38 27.3 20 25.0 6 33.3 12 29.3 
Editorial 22 15.8 17 21.2 4 22.2 1 2.4 
Focus of Article         
Antibiotics 108 77.7 61 76.3 16 88.9 31 75.6 
Hormones 12 8.6 3 3.7 2 11.1 7 17.1 
Both 19 13.7 16 20.0 0 0.0 3 7.3 
Frame of Article         
Conflict 26 18.7 12 15.0 4 22.2 10 24.4 
Economic 
consequences 
16 11.5 4 5.0 0 0.0 12 29.3 
Human interest 38 27.3 24 30.0 4 22.2 10 24.4 
Responsibility 30 21.6 20 25.0 5 27.8 5 12.2 
Inconclusive 6 4.3 4 5.0 0 0.0 2 4.8 
Multiple 23 16.5 16 20.0 5 27.8 2 4.8 
  
Emergent Themes  
 Each article was analyzed for emergent themes to determine types of messages being 
delivered about antibiotic or hormone use in poultry production.  There were five emergent 
themes identified based on article analysis, and the majority of articles contained at least one, if 
not more, of these themes.  Those emergent themes were: 1) consumers awareness of and 
concern for antibiotic/hormone use in poultry production; 2) the role of antibiotic use in poultry 
production in increased levels of antibiotic-resistant bacteria; 3) regulation of antibiotic use in 
poultry production; 4) purpose of antibiotic/hormone use in poultry production; and 5) 
transparency of antibiotic use poultry production practices.  Table 3 includes complete emergent 




Table 3  
Emergent Themes about Antibiotic and Hormone Use in Poultry Production  
 Full Sample 
(N = 139) 
New York 
Times (n = 80) 
USA Today 
(n = 18) 
Wall Street 
Journal (n = 41) 
 f % f % f % f % 
Theme         
Consumer concern 57 41.0 31 38.8 5 27.8 21 51.2 
Antibiotic resistance 
contribution 
56 40.3 35 43.8 11 61.1 10 24.4 
Regulation 50 36.0 28 35.0 9 50.0 13 31.7 
Purpose of 
antibiotic/hormone use 
45 32.4 26 32.5 7 38.9 12 29.3 
Transparency of practices 19 13.7 12 15.0 2 11.1 5 12.2 
 
Theme 1: Consumer awareness of and concern for antibiotic/hormone use in 
poultry production. 
The most prevalent emergent theme found in the sample of articles was consumer 
awareness of and concern for antibiotic/hormone use in poultry production (41.0%, n = 57).  
This theme was found in 38.8% (n = 31) of articles in the New York Times, 27.8% (n = 5) of 
articles in USA Today, and 51.2% (n = 21) of articles in the Wall Street Journal.  Keywords that 
denoted this theme included “antibiotic-free, consumers, consumer demand, cuisine, hormone-
free, and increased demand.”  Articles that displayed this theme typically implied that consumers 
are or should be aware of the use of antibiotics or hormones in the poultry they purchase.  An 
article from USA Today embodied this aspect of the theme: “Everyone said the antibiotic-free 
chicken was doomed to fail, Shaich says. They said it was too expensive and too difficult for 
consumers to understand the value of paying more. Wrong” (Horovitz, 2009, p. 1B).  
Additionally, these articles implied that poultry raised without antibiotics or hormones should be 
desired more by consumers than poultry raised with antibiotics or hormones.  Oftentimes, 
articles with this emergent theme pointed to the superior quality of poultry raised without 
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antibiotics or hormones as the primary reason why consumers are or should desire antibiotic- or 
hormone-free poultry.  The superior quality was based on the health benefits of poultry raised 
without antibiotics or hormones or on the culinary benefits of using antibiotic- and hormone-free 
chicken.  Both of these topics are exemplified in this quote from a New York Times article: 
The fans of free-range champion the bird’s wholesome diet, which generally 
includes no hormones or antibiotics.  They also praise its old-fashioned chicken 
flavor and its character, which is another way of saying toughness. Such people are 
willing to pay up to three times more per pound for taste, nostalgia and the 
possibility of a more healthful meal. (O’Neill, 1996, p. 83) 
 
Another context involved in this theme is the portrayal of antibiotic- and hormone-free 
poultry as more natural than poultry raised with antibiotics and hormones.  This aspect of the 
theme was listed as another reason why consumers are or should be aware of antibiotic and 
hormone use in poultry production.  An example of this aspect can be found in this section from 
an article in the New York Times: 
Chipotle believed it had the right message already in its emphasis on more natural 
food. The company had shifted to more naturally grown produce and to beef, pork 
and chicken produced without antibiotics. It then set a goal of trying to make its 
customers more aware of sustainable ways to farm. (Olson, 2012, p. 2) 
 
A subtheme associated with the consumer awareness theme is antibiotic- and hormone-
free chicken is a marketing tactic.  This subtheme was found in nine articles (15.7%) that 
contained the consumer awareness theme.  When present, this subtheme informed the reader 
about the use of antibiotic- and hormone-free poultry as a way for poultry companies to 
differentiate themselves from competitors, as seen in this article from the Wall Street Journal:  
Tyson’s unexpected move follows months of confusion surrounding its hot-selling 
Raised Without Antibiotics chicken, which the company touted as part of a $70 
million advertising campaign launched last summer. In an investor meeting in 
February, Tyson Chief Executive Richard Bond said the antibiotic-free product 
significantly boosted Tyson’s chicken sales. The company’s retailers also were able 





Theme 2: The role of antibiotic use in poultry production in increased levels of 
antibiotic-resistant bacteria. 
The consumer awareness theme was followed closely in prevalence by the role of 
antibiotic use in poultry production in increased levels of antibiotic-resistant bacteria (40.3%, n 
= 56).  This theme was found in 43.8% (n = 35) of articles in the New York Times, 61.1% (n = 
11) of articles in USA Today, and 24.4% (n = 10) of articles in the Wall Street Journal.  
Keywords that denoted this theme included “antibiotic-resistant, bacteria, fluoroquinolones, 
human diseases/illnesses, immune, and nontherapeutic use.”  When this theme was present in 
articles the writing evoked the idea that the use of antibiotics in poultry production contributed to 
increased levels of antibiotic-resistant bacteria in the U.S.  The theme can be seen in this article 
from USA Today: 
The government wants meat and poultry producers to stop giving antibiotics to their 
animals to make them grow faster.  The reason: Dangerous bacteria that can kill 
people have been growing resistant to the drugs, which can leave humans at risk of 
getting infections that can’t be controlled. (Weise, 2012, p. 3A) 
 
When an article exhibited this theme the writing attributed responsibility for the increase in 
antibiotic resistance primarily to the use of antibiotics in poultry production instead of the 
overuse of antibiotics in human medicine.  This aspect of the theme can be seen in this article 
from the New York Times: “The Union of Concerned Scientists has estimated that as much as 70 
percent of antibiotics used in the United States is given to healthy chickens, pigs and cattle to 
encourage their growth or to prevent illnesses” (Harris, 2009, p. 18).   
While this theme was prevalent, some articles acknowledged that measures for the 
amount of antibiotics used in poultry production were in conflict between agriculture and non-
agriculture groups.  An article from USA Today that referenced the Union of Concerned 
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Scientists estimate of 70% also noted: “The report’s estimate is far higher than the 17.8 million 
pounds of antibiotics used in livestock that was reported a year ago by the Animal Health 
Institute, which represents veterinary drug companies” (Manning, 2001, p. 8D).  Despite the 
theme pointing to the role of antibiotic use in poultry production as a cause for antibiotic-
resistant bacteria, some articles highlighted the dearth of scientific information about the subject.  
One article from USA Today stated:  
The FDA in 1978 proposed removing penicillin and tetracycline from the list of 
antibiotics approved for nontherapeutic use, but the effort was thwarted by 
Congress, which cited a review by the National Academy of Sciences that found 
the potential hazards to human health were “neither proven nor disproven”. 
(Manning, 1999, p. 6D) 
 
The previous quote also highlights a more subtle aspect of this theme that merits 
consideration—the use of phrasing in articles that implicates nontherapeutic use of antibiotics in 
the poultry industry as the major cause for antibiotic-resistant bacteria.  As characterized by the 
sample, nontherapeutic use refers to the use of antibiotics in poultry production for reasons other 
than to prevent or treat disease.  An article from the New York Times exemplified this aspect of 
the theme: 
In written testimony to the House Rules Committee, Dr. Joshua Sharfstein, 
principal deputy commissioner of food and drugs, said feeding antibiotics to 
healthy chickens, pigs and cattle – done to encourage rapid growth – should cease.  
And Dr. Sharfstein said farmers should no longer be able to use antibiotics in 
animals without the supervision of a veterinarian. Both practices lead to the 
development of bacteria that are immune to many treatments, he said. (Harris, 2009, 
p. 18) 
 
When articles exhibited this theme they sometimes named specific antibiotics used in 
poultry production.  These antibiotics were almost always antibiotics used in human and 
animal production and were cited as contributing factors for increased antibiotic-resistant 
bacteria.  One of the most commonly mentioned class of antibiotics were 
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fluoroquinolones, which are mentioned in this article in the New York Times: “The Food 
and Drug Administration says the drugs, known as fluoroquinolones, are a ‘significant 
cause’ of human infections by resistant campylobacter bacteria, contracted primarily by 
eating chicken”. (AP, 2000, p. 32) 
Theme 3: Regulation of antibiotic use in poultry production. 
The third emergent theme identified in this study was regulation of antibiotic use in 
poultry production (36.0%, n = 50).  This theme was found in 35.0% (n = 28) of articles in the 
New York Times, 50.0% (n = 9) of articles in USA Today, and 31.7% (n = 13) of articles in the 
Wall Street Journal.  Keywords that denoted this theme included “banning, Food and Drug 
Administration, and government.” When this theme was found in an article it typically 
highlighted current regulation practices or pointed toward the need for regulation of antibiotic 
use in poultry production.  The presence of this theme often coincided with the presence of the 
role of antibiotic use in poultry production in increased levels of antibiotic-resistant bacteria.  
Essentially, articles with this theme called for the regulation of antibiotic use in poultry 
production because the negative effects these practices have on human health and wellbeing.  
This section of an article from the New York Times depicted this aspect of the theme: “The 
government proposes to ban two antibiotics given to poultry, citing evidence that their use is 
causing people to become ill from drug-resistant bacteria” (AP, 2000, p. 32).  Often, articles that 
exhibited this theme pointed toward the need for more regulation of antibiotic use in poultry 
production.  Some articles cited scientific sources that called for more regulation, as seen in this 
editorial piece in the New York Times: “Last month, the New England Journal of Medicine 
reported that drug-resistant bacteria were present in meat purchased at supermarkets in the 
Washington, D.C., area.  An accompanying editorial recommended that the use of 
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nontherapeutic antibiotics in farm animals be prohibited” (Silbergeld & Walker, 2001, p. 23).  
Sometimes the articles cited non-agriculture groups that called for more strict regulation of 
antibiotics in poultry production.  This section of an editorial from USA Today was written by 
the executive director of the Animal Legal Defense Fund:  
This potential nightmare scenario is precisely why the Animal Legal Defense Fund 
recently submitted a first-of-its-kind legal petition asking the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture to protect animals and consumers by mandating proper labels on meat 
and poultry products derived from animals given antibiotics. (Blank & Wells, 2013, 
p. 9A) 
 
Articles that exhibited this theme sometimes referenced legislation or government 
oversight that dealt with antibiotic use in poultry production.  This excerpt from a Wall Street 
Journal article highlights a ban of an antibiotic in 2005:  
Fearing that the animal drug Baytril – used to fight infections in chickens – could 
pose health risks to humans, the Food and Drug Administration decided to ban its 
use in poultry.  The decision yesterday to restrict the Bayer AG antibiotic, which 
takes effect Sept. 12, marks the first time that the agency has ended the use of an 
animal drug because of worries that it could lead to antibiotic-resistant pathogens 
in humans. (Matthews & Goldfarb, 2005, p. B.1) 
 
Articles that mentioned legislation or government oversight often criticized governmental 
agencies for not acting quickly or purposefully enough, as noted in this excerpt from a USA 
Today article: “At a hearing this week, a congressional committee will consider legislation that 
would help phase out the excessive use of antibiotics in animals.  Government would do well to 
move ahead before new superbugs emerge” (USA Today, 2010, p. 8A).  Articles that exhibited a 
call for increased regulation also placed little faith in producers to change antibiotic use tactics 
without the institution of some regulation other than self-regulation.  The previously mentioned 
article from USA Today goes on to say this:  
The history of such calls for self-regulation shouldn’t make anyone optimistic that 
food producers will act on their own.  Giving animals antibiotics in their feed makes 
them grow bigger more quickly, which cuts producers’ costs.  As long as producers 
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can claim that the evidence of harm to humans is murky, they’re not likely to 
voluntarily raise their cost of doing business. (USA Today, 2010, p. 8A) 
 
A subtheme present in articles with the regulation theme was European regulation of 
antibiotic use in poultry production.  This subtheme was found in six articles (12.0%) with the 
regulation theme present.  When this subtheme was present, the article highlighted the fact that 
poultry producers in European countries used fewer antibiotics than U.S. producers.  This 
excerpt from a New York Times article highlights this aspect of the subtheme:   
The United States also uses far more antibiotics in livestock than many other 
nations, according to Pew.  Animals raised for food in America are given about six 
times as much antibiotics as are animals in Norway and Denmark, for example. 
(Tavernise, 2014, p. 12) 
 
Articles with this theme pointed to the stricter regulations European countries have for the use of 
antibiotics in poultry production, as seen in this article from the Wall Street Journal:  
The U.S. has more lenient policies on the use of antibiotics in animals than a 
number of other countries.  European countries have banned producers from using 
such drugs to promote growth if they are important for human use, and the 
European Union will require members to end the use of all antibiotics for animal 
growth by next year.  The U.S. still allows such use. (Mathews & Goldfarb, 2005, 
p. B.1) 
 
Theme 4: Purpose of antibiotic/hormone use in poultry production. 
The fourth theme that emerged from the sample of articles about antibiotic and hormone 
use in poultry production was purpose of antibiotic/hormone use in poultry production (32.4%, n 
= 45).  This theme was found in 32.5% (n = 26) of articles in the New York Times, 38.9% (n = 
7) of articles in USA Today, and 29.3% (n = 12) of articles in the Wall Street Journal.  Keywords 
that denoted this theme included “nontherapeutic, promote growth, and treat or prevent disease.”  
Articles that exhibited this theme provided readers with a definition of the purpose of antibiotic 
or hormone use in poultry production.  Very few articles dealt with the purpose of the use of 
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hormones in poultry production.  But there was conflict between the articles that were written 
about hormone use; one side can be seen in this article from the Wall Street Journal:  
The fact is, no poultry sold in the U.S. has any hormones added to it.  The use of 
added or artificial hormones isn’t allowed in the production of chickens, turkeys, 
eggs or other poultry in this country.  The notion that poultry producers give the 
animals hormones is a myth.  If consumers are looking for “hormone-free” chicken, 
they could look at any brand in any store. (Lobb, 2006, p. A.15) 
 
The conflicting viewpoint can be seen in another article from the Wall Street Journal:  
And oh, that bird!  Big as a fox terrier, dumb as a post (turkeys don’t know enough 
to come in out of the rain and can, in effect, kill themselves from exposure if not 
forced to take shelter).  They put battery chickens to shame, in size, in hormone 
consumption. (Sokolov, 2007, p. W.1) 
 
The majority of articles with this theme were focused on the purpose of antibiotic use in 
poultry production.  The role of antibiotics in poultry production fell under one of three 
classifications: 1) to prevent or treat disease, 2) to promote growth, or 3) both.  Some articles 
with this theme characterized the purpose of antibiotic use in poultry production strictly for the 
prevention or treatment of disease, as seen in this Wall Street Journal article excerpt:  
Ron Phillips, a spokesman for the Animal Health Institute in the U.S., said 
antibiotics use in the American poultry and livestock industry, when administered 
properly, are key in keeping the animals disease free and an important part of meat 
production. (Murphy, 2012, p. B.7) 
 
This article from the Wall Street Journal characterized the purpose as for both reasons: 
“Livestock owners feed millions of pounds of antibiotics such as penicillin each year to cattle, 
hogs, chickens and turkeys to prevent disease and promote rapid growth” (Tomson, 2011, p. 
D.1).  Other articles with this theme represented the purpose of antibiotic use in poultry 
production as strictly for growth promotion, such as this section of a New York Times article: 
“About 80 percent of all antibiotics used in agriculture, roughly one-third of all the antibiotics 
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used in the United States, are fed to livestock and poultry to promote growth, not to treat illness” 
(Goldburg, 1999, p. 26). 
 A subtheme that was present in some articles with the purpose of antibiotics/hormones 
theme was antibiotic and hormone use are part of modern farming practices.  This subtheme 
was present in four articles (8.9%) with the purpose of antibiotics/hormones theme.  When this 
subtheme was present the article invoked the idea that antibiotic or hormone use is part of 
industrial or cruel modern farming practices.  This section of an article from USA Today depicts 
this subtheme accurately:  
But at least humans usually have to be sick and get a prescription from a doctor to 
obtain an antibiotic.  Not so with pigs, chicken, cattle and other “food animals,” 
which routinely get the drugs to make them grow faster and bigger and ward off 
diseases they might get from being crowded together in modern factory farms. 
(USA Today, 2010, p. 8A) 
 
Theme 5: Transparency of antibiotic use in poultry production practices. 
The fifth emergent theme embodied in the selected articles was transparency of antibiotic 
use in poultry production practices (13.7%, n = 19).  This theme was found in 15.0% (n = 12) of 
articles in the New York Times, 11.1% (n = 2) of articles in USA Today, and 12.2% (n = 5) of 
articles in the Wall Street Journal.  Keywords that denoted the presence of this theme included 
“estimates, monitor, reluctant, and skeptical.”  Those articles that exhibited this theme primarily 
indicated there is a lack of transparency about antibiotic use in poultry production.  This was 
evident in articles that referenced different measures of the amount of antibiotics used in poultry 
production offered by agriculture and non-agriculture groups.  In this excerpt from a New York 
Times article, data was referenced from the Union of Concerned Scientists as reporting differing 
amounts than agricultural groups: “A public interest group warned that antibiotics are being used 
on farm animals much more heavily than the drug and livestock industries have reported” 
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(Grady, 2001, p. 2).  One article from the New York Times made reference to the lack of any 
government monitoring system that would provide accurate measurements of antibiotic use: 
“The government does not monitor antibiotic use and the companies are often reluctant to 
publish details or label their products” (Barboza & Day, 2003, p. 1).  The latter half of the 
previous quote also exemplifies another aspect of this theme; namely, poultry producers were 
often held responsible for the lack of transparency surrounding this issue.  This is represented in 
this section of an article from the New York Times: “Agriculture officials said they changed 
their minds about the first label when they realized that Tyson was feeding its chickens animal 
medications called ionophores, which the agency considers antibiotics.  Tyson disputed that 
claim” (Martin, 2007, n.a.).  Additionally, some articles that exhibited this theme pointed toward 
the need for better research on the subject of antibiotic use in poultry production, as seen in this 
article from USA Today:  
The report’s estimate is far higher than the 17.8 million pounds of antibiotics used 
in livestock that was reported a year ago by the Animal Health Institute, which 
represents veterinary drug companies.  Exact data on the quantity of drugs fed to 
livestock have been hard to come by. (Manning, 2001, p. 8D)   
 
Tone 
 In addition to themes, each article was analyzed for its tone about antibiotic/hormone use 
in poultry production.  Articles were assessed as either positive, neutral, or negative in regard to 
this construct.  Over half (55.4%) of the articles analyzed were neutral in tone about 
antibiotic/hormone use in poultry production.  Most (43.9%) of the remaining articles were 
written with a negative tone about antibiotic/hormone use in poultry production, with less than 
1% written with a positive tone.  When assessed for significant differences between the outlets, 
significantly more (p < .05) articles were written with a negative tone in the New York Times 
(62.3%) compared to the Wall Street Journal and USA Today (19.7% and 18.0%, respectively). 
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Table 4 includes complete tone frequencies and percentages for the full sample and individual 
outlets.   
Table 4 
Tone of Articles about Antibiotic and Hormone Use in Poultry Production 
 Full Sample 
(N = 139) 
New York 
Times (n = 80) 
USA Today 
(n = 18) 
Wall Street 
Journal (n = 41) 
 f % f % f % f % 
Positive 1 0.7 1 1.2 0 0.0 0 0.0 
Neutral 77 55.4 41 51.3 7 38.9 29 70.7 




 The quality of each article was analyzed based on a group of constructs identified by 
Mencher (2010) that represent the characteristics of quality journalistic writing.  Of the 12 
constructs, the articles displayed the sufficiency quality indicator at a higher percentage than any 
other indicator (96.4%), followed by the human interest quality indicator (95.7%).  The quality 
indicator represented the least in this group of articles was the objectivity indicator, accounting 
for 69.1% of articles that definitely displayed this construct.  Quality indicators could be 
indicated as uncertain (i.e. can’t tell) in addition to exhibiting and not exhibiting the indicator; 
the indicator that was exhibited the most uncertainly was the verification of reality indicator with 
20.1% of all articles represented with some uncertainty.  Table 5 includes article quality 




Table 5  
Article Quality Indicator Frequencies and Percentages 
 Yes Can’t tell No 
Quality Indicator Questions f % f % f % 
Is the article accurate? 111 79.9 19 13.6 9 6.5 
Does the article include attribution? 112 80.6 16 11.5 11 7.9 
Does the article verify the reality of 
the situation? 
104 74.8 28 20.1 7 5.1 
Is the article complete in its coverage? 118 84.9 13 9.3 8 5.8 
Is the article fair? 106 76.3 23 16.5 10 7.2 
Is the article balanced? 109 78.4 14 10.1 16 11.5 
Is the article written objectively? 96 69.1 17 12.2 26 18.7 
Is the article brief, yet sufficient? 134 96.4 5 3.6 0 0 
Does the article exhibit selectivity? 124 89.2 14 10.1 1 0.7 
Does the article incorporate human 
interest? 
133 95.7 2 1.4 4 2.9 
Does the article showcase the 
reporter’s responsibility? 
112 80.6 16 11.5 11 7.9 
Is the article written well? 132 95.0 4 2.9 3 2.1 
Note. N = 139.  
 
 
Additionally, quality indicators were assessed for significant differences between the 
outlets regarding whether or not articles exhibited the quality indicator using one-way Chi-square 
analysis.  The Wall Street Journal had significantly higher percentages of articles containing the 
accuracy (95.1%, p = .01), attribution (97.6%, p = .006), verification of reality (90.2%, p = .02), 
completeness (97.6%, p = .02), fairness (92.7%, p = .01), balance (97.6%, p = .003), objectivity 
(92.7%, p = .001), and responsible reporting (95.1%, p = .02) quality indicators when compared 
to the mean frequency of articles containing these constructs for the entire sample.  Table 6 





Table 6  
Chi Square Analysis of Individual Outlet Article Assessments 
 Full Sample 
(N = 139) 
New York 
Times (n = 80) 
USA Today 
(n = 18) 
Wall Street 
Journal (n = 41) 
 Yes Yes Yes Yes 





Quality Indicators        
Is the article accurate? 79.9 75.0 1.2 66.7 1.9 95.1 5.9* 
Does the article include 
attribution? 
80.6 72.5 3.3 77.8 0.1 97.6 7.6** 
Does the article verify 
the reality of the 
situation? 
74.8 70.0 1.0 61.1 1.8 90.2 5.2* 
Is the article complete in 
its coverage? 
84.9 80.0 1.5 77.8 0.7 97.6 5.1* 
Is the article fair? 76.3 70.0 1.7 66.7 0.9 92.7 6.1* 
Is the article balanced? 78.4 71.3 2.4 66.7 1.5 97.6 8.9** 
Is the article written 
objectively? 
69.1 61.3 2.3 50.0 3.1 92.7 10.7** 
Is the article brief, yet 
sufficient? 
96.4 95.0 0.5 94.4 0.2 100.0 -- 
Does the article exhibit 
selectivity? 
89.2 86.3 0.7 83.3 0.6 97.6 3.0 
Does the article 
incorporate human 
interest? 
95.7 92.5 2.0 100.0 -- 100.0 -- 
Does the article 
showcase the reporter’s 
responsibility? 
80.6 75.0 1.6 72.2 0.8 95.1 5.5* 
Is the article written 
well? 
95.0 96.3 0.3 94.4 0.0 92.7 0.4 
Note. *p < .05; **p < .01. a One-way Chi square analysis comparing outlet frequencies to the 






 The findings derived from the data collected in this research were sufficient to meet the 
stated research objectives because a conclusion was drawn regarding each of the five objectives.  
Conclusions are presented according to matching objectives. 
Objective 1: Key messages 
 The analysis of each article to determine messaging about antibiotic/hormone use in 
poultry production led to the categorization of emergent themes.  These emergent themes were: 
1) consumer awareness of and concern for antibiotic/hormone use in poultry production; 2) the 
role of antibiotic use in poultry production in increased levels of antibiotic-resistant bacteria; 3) 
regulation of antibiotic use in poultry production; 4) purpose of antibiotic/hormone use in 
poultry production; and 5) transparency of antibiotic use poultry production practices.   
 The first emergent theme, consumer awareness of and concern for antibiotic/hormone 
use in poultry production, coincides with previous research, which shows that consumers were 
concerned about the use of antibiotics and hormones in food production (Hwang et al., 2005).  
With the idea that newspapers focus on producing readers, not necessarily news, as their business 
model (Conboy & Steel, 2008), the fact consumer awareness of and concern for 
antibiotic/hormone use in poultry production was a prevalent theme is understandable.  As the 
research by Hwang and colleagues (2005) demonstrated, consumers are aware of and concerned 
with the use of antibiotics and hormones in poultry production, thus the New York Times, USA 
Today, and the Wall Street Journal tailored their news to the audience.  This focus on what is 
important to the reader enabled the media outlets to exert an agenda-setting function, which 
coincides with previous research that perpetuates a lack of consumer confidence in the safety of 
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the U.S. poultry industry (Bharad et al., 2010).  Furthermore, the fact that these media outlets 
chose to increasingly cover antibiotic and hormone use in poultry production in a way that 
evoked a consumer awareness theme was likely enough to decrease consumer confidence in the 
poultry industry based strictly on frequency of media coverage of this issue (Bharad et al., 2010). 
 The consumer concern theme also led readers to believe that antibiotic- and hormone-free 
poultry was superior in quality to poultry raised with antibiotics and hormones.  The mere 
frequency of articles that evoked the consumer awareness theme was enough to exert an agenda 
setting function, but the fact that these articles influenced how readers thought about an issue 
points toward a framing effect of these articles as well (Scheufele & Tewksbury, 2007).  
Essentially, the prevalence of this theme informed readers that antibiotic and hormone use in 
poultry production is something consumers should be aware of and concerned for, and the 
content of this messaging implied that consumers should be wary of the use of antibiotics and 
hormones in poultry.  
 The second emergent theme revealed was the role of antibiotic use in poultry production 
in increased levels of antibiotic-resistant bacteria.  As Gustafson and Bowen (1997) noted, the 
general public is mostly concerned with the question of whether or not antibiotic use in poultry 
production contributes to increased antibiotic-resistant bacteria that could affect humans.  Again, 
the emphasis these three media outlets placed on this theme, due to its importance to readers, 
point toward their agenda-setting power (McCombs & Shaw, 1972).  While the emphasis of this 
theme informed readers what to think about, the fact that these articles pointed toward 
nontherapeutic uses (i.e. growth-promotant) as the primary cause for increased antibiotic-
resistant bacteria informed the readers how to think about this issue.  This theme also highlighted 
the conflict between agricultural and non-agricultural measures of the quantity of antibiotics used 
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in poultry production, which served to exacerbate the distrust in poultry production methods 
readers incurred from reading the articles (Bharad et al., 2010).  The fact that articles with this 
theme referenced both agricultural and non-agricultural research about this issue likely leaves 
readers unsure of how to evaluate implications of the science and of what the best course of 
action is based on the results (Malone et al., 2000).   
 The third emergent theme that represented key messaging was regulation of antibiotic 
use in poultry production.  Research conducted by Kuykendall (2010) noted the media’s ability 
to affect not only the general public’s conception of agriculture but the specific legislation 
surrounding the issue.  The presence of this theme, which emphasized the need for regulation of 
antibiotic use in poultry production, sets an agenda for readers to consider the implementation of 
these stricter regulations (McCombs & Shaw, 1972).  The effects of this agenda-setting function 
can even been seen in the articles over the course of time analyzed, as this theme’s context 
evolved from calling for stricter regulation to referencing legislation or government oversight 
banning the use of an antibiotic in poultry production in 2005.  Additionally, this theme carried a 
subtheme: European regulation of antibiotic use in poultry production.  Journalists write based 
on their perception of what are the most important aspects of a situation to include in the story 
(Reisner, 2005), and the presence of this subtheme points to the idea that some reporters find it 
important to reference the more progressive (i.e. stricter) regulation of antibiotics in poultry 
production in European countries when setting the agenda for increased regulation in the U.S.  
 The fourth emergent theme was purpose of antibiotic/hormone use in poultry production.  
This theme highlighted the three outlets’ agenda-setting capacity to inform readers of the use of 
antibiotics and hormones in poultry production; by placing emphasis on this issue the articles 
increased consumer distrust in the purpose of antibiotic use in poultry production (Scheufele & 
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Tewksbury, 2007).  Hormones were represented in this theme less frequently than antibiotics, but 
conflicting information was present in this theme regarding hormones as some articles cited the 
illegality of their use (USDA, 2014) and others pointed to the higher quality of hormone-free 
poultry.  The antibiotics portion of this theme was conflicting as well, either noting the purpose 
as therapeutic only, nontherapeutic only, or a combination of both.  The portrayal, and thus 
framing, of the purpose of antibiotic use was dependent largely on the context of the article and 
what the journalist understood to be the most important aspects of the situation (Reisner, 2005).  
A subtheme that coincided with the purpose of antibiotics and hormones theme was antibiotic 
and hormone use are part of modern farming practices.  This subtheme informed readers how to 
feel about this issue that the media outlets had set as an agenda; namely, the purpose of antibiotic 
and hormone use in poultry production contributes to modern industrial agricultural practices, 
which were often described as cruel by the journalists.   
 The final emergent theme was transparency of antibiotic use in poultry production 
practices.  The crux of the transparency issue set forth as an agenda by these media outlets is the 
lack of consistent data representing actual antibiotic use in poultry production.  Again, the 
presence of this agenda fuels consumer distrust of agricultural practices (Scheufele & 
Tewksbury, 2007), but more importantly that displaced trust is returned to the non-agricultural 
groups that point to higher estimates of the amount of antibiotics used in poultry production.  As 
a part of this theme, poultry producers were held directly responsible for the lack of 
transparency, which could be attributed to the lack of complete and adequate coverage of this 
issue (Reisner & Walter, 1994).  This lack of complete and adequate coverage is exacerbated by 
lack of research and lack of transparency from producers, which were both exemplified in 
articles with this theme.  
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Objective 2: Tone 
 Each article’s tone regarding antibiotic/hormone use in poultry production was assessed 
based on the researcher’s understanding of the complete article and context, including 
construction, quotes, and sources.  The majority of articles were written in a neutral tone, closely 
followed by a negative tone.  Taking into consideration the messages portrayed in these articles, 
these media outlets have not only set the agenda for these topics, but have done so in a method 
that can be characterized as anything but positive.  A negative or neutral tone in most of these 
articles can be seen as a contributing factor to the increased distrust in antibiotic and hormone 
poultry production practices that previous research shows these articles led to merely by 
communicating about these issues (Bharad et al., 2010).  Additionally, the neutral and negative 
tones of the majority of these articles points toward the understanding journalists have of these 
issues, which is the primary source for determining what to include in articles (Reisner, 2005).  
The power of the media to influence consumer attitude of a subject is important when 
considering the tone of these articles; whereas, consumers who read the majority of these articles 
were provided neutral or negative portrayals of antibiotic and hormone use in poultry production 
(Bharad et al., 2010).   
Objective 3: Framing 
 The most prevalent frame used in the articles assessed in this research was the human 
interest frame (27.3%), followed by the responsibility (21.6%) and conflict frames (18.7%).  
Framing is used by journalists to construct messages and is the basis for the way these media 
outlets caused readers to define how they think about antibiotic and hormone use in poultry 
production (Scheufele & Tewksbury, 2007).  With this in mind, the three outlets represented the 
most articles under the human interest frame, meaning they influenced readers to think about 
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antibiotic or hormone use in poultry production through an emotional perspective (Valkenburg et 
al., 1997).  The responsibility framed articles attributed responsibility to a group, organization, or 
institution, thus leading readers to think that antibiotic and hormone use in poultry production—
and the issues surrounding it—are the responsibility of some group (Valkenburg et al., 1997).  
Finally, the articles framed under conflict led the readers to see the tension between groups, 
which in the case of this research were consumers, government, integrators, non-agricultural 
groups, and poultry producers (Valkenburg et al., 1997).  Collectively, the characterization of 
these three frames in over half of the articles analyzed influence the audience (Scheufele & 
Tewksbury, 2007) to understand that antibiotic and hormone use in poultry production is an issue 
that should be viewed emotionally, with responsibility for issues attributed to one or more 
groups, who may or may not be in conflict with each other.  These frames represent underlying 
schemas held by these audiences that journalists use to present information so that it easily 
resonates with readers (Scheufele & Tewksbury, 2007).  Considering newspapers need to 
generate readership, the inclusion and spread of these frames represent the media outlets’ efforts 
to reach audience members (Conboy & Steel, 2008).   
Objective 4: Article Quality 
 Based on Mencher’s (2010) 12 constructs of good writing, the articles were assessed for 
their journalistic quality.  The sufficiency quality indicator was displayed at a higher percentage 
than any other (96.4%), meaning these article contained enough information to be classified as 
succinct and terse without taking up unnecessary space (Mencher, 2010).  The majority of 
articles were written with necessary information; journalists communicated their message 
sufficiently and contributed clearly to the agenda-setting function of the article.  The quality 
indicator least represented in this set of articles was the objectivity indicator (69.1%).  Non-
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objective journalism is not free of explicit instances of the reporter’s opinions or feelings that 
does not contain verified facts about what has been said and done (Mencher, 2010).  Essentially, 
the lack of objectivity in more than 30% of the articles analyzed indicates these three media 
outlets show some neglect for a basic premise of quality journalistic practice in favor of a 
stronger focus on editorializing and partiality.  This focus on editorializing and impartiality could 
contribute to the increased distrust in antibiotic and hormone use in the poultry production that is 
the effect of the agenda-setting function (Bharad et al., 2010).  Additionally, the articles showed 
a lack of quality in the constructs that were the most important for transmitting a neutral story, 
which contributed to the large percentage of articles that were written in a negative tone.  
Besides objectivity, the articles lacked in verification of reality (74.8%), fairness (76.3%), 
balance (78.4%), and accuracy (79.9%).  These article quality indicators effect not only the tone 
of articles, but serve as the basis for the framing these articles exhibited based on the journalists 
understanding of the issues (Scheufele & Tewksbury, 2007).   
Objective 5: Differences in Media Outlets 
 The three media outlets showed differences regarding framing, tone, and article quality.  
The Wall Street Journal (29.3%) had a significantly higher percentage (p < .001) of articles 
framed with an economic consequences frame than the New York Times (5.0%) (USA Today 
was excluded because it did not have a sufficient amount of data to analyze).  This represents the 
difference in schemas that journalists at both outlets expect their readers to have (Scheufele & 
Tewksbury, 2007); the Wall Street Journal framed articles about antibiotic and hormone use in 
poultry production through an economic consequences frame so that its readers could easily 
incorporate this topic into their existing schema.  Additionally, the New York Times (20.0%) ran 
significantly more (p = .03) articles with multiple frames than the Wall Street Journal (4.8%).  
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This implies that the New York Times runs articles about antibiotic and hormone use in poultry 
production that cater to either individuals with diverse schema or different groups of individuals 
with different schemas while trying to influence how these groups view the issue (Scheufele & 
Tewksbury, 2007).   
 Concerning tone, the New York Times (62.3%) ran significantly more (p = .04) articles 
using a negative tone than USA Today (18.0%) and the Wall Street Journal (19.7%).  Taking 
into account the role tone can play in agenda setting, the New York Times not only perpetuates 
distrust in antibiotic and hormone use in the poultry industry through increased coverage, but it 
does so more potently than the other two outlets by including a negative tone more regularly than 
the other two outlets (Bharad et al., 2010).  This finding also points to the fact that reporters at 
the New York Times could potentially be more wary about antibiotic and hormone use in poultry 
production than reporters at the other two outlets because reporters typically write based on their 
understanding of what is important in an article (Reisner, 2005).   
 When compared to the overall mean percentages using one-way Chi-square analysis, the 
Wall Street Journal had significantly higher (p < .05) percentages of articles exhibiting the 
quality indicators accuracy, attribution, verification of reality, completeness, fairness, balance, 
objectivity, and responsible reporting when compared to the mean.  The Wall Street Journal’s 
articles about antibiotic and hormone use in poultry production were more well-written than the 
complete set of articles, which means that the agenda these articles set is closer to journalistic 
perfection (Mencher, 2010).  Essentially, the Wall Street Journal’s quality articles contribute a 





Discussion, Recommendations, and Implications 
 The conclusions drawn from the data collected as a part of this content analysis provide 
an underpinning for recommendations for agricultural communicators, public relations in the 
poultry industry, and future research.  The data and conclusions point toward the need for 
improved agricultural communications practices including a deeper understanding of consumer 
concerns and awareness, increased transparency in coverage of the antibiotic and hormone use 
practices of poultry producers, and stronger relationships with communicators outside of the 
agricultural discipline.  The recommendations for public relations in the poultry industry include 
increased transparency surrounding the subjects of the purpose of antibiotic and hormone use in 
poultry production and the role of antibiotic use in poultry production in increased levels of 
antibiotic-resistant bacteria and improved relations with media sources outside of agriculture.  
One recommendation can be made for journalists outside of agriculture; namely, to improve the 
quality constructs of writing that were lacking journalists who write about antibiotic and 
hormone use in poultry production should develop stronger relationships with poultry industry 
contacts.  Finally, implications for future research include a focus on determining best practices 
to increase agricultural entities’ relations with media outside of agriculture, on examining the 
relationship between the agenda-setting function regarding antibiotic and hormone use in poultry 
production and consumer behavior, and for understanding the link between antibiotic use in 
poultry production and increased levels of bacteria. 
Agricultural Communicators 
The general public gains most of its understanding of agriculture from news media 
(Malone et al., 2000), and agricultural communicators are uniquely equipped to inform the public 
about these issues.  This study revealed three recommendations for agricultural communications 
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practices including a deeper understanding of consumer concerns and awareness, increased 
transparency in coverage of the antibiotic and hormone use practices of poultry producers, and 
stronger relationships with communicators outside of the agricultural discipline.  First, 
agricultural communicators should act upon a deeper understanding of consumer concerns and 
awareness.  The fact that the New York Times, USA Today, and the Wall Street Journal knew 
enough about their audiences to write stories that set agendas and framed issues speaks volumes 
about the importance of the role tailoring writing to the attitudes the reporter wants to evoke in 
the reader plays in generating readers and revenue (Conboy & Steel, 2008).  What is important to 
the consumer should be what agricultural communicators write to set an agenda about, setting 
the pace and emphasis for what the public knows about antibiotic and hormone use in poultry 
production as they are uniquely equipped to do (McCombs & Shaw, 1972).  Hwang and 
colleagues (2005) noted that consumers were concerned about the use of antibiotics and 
hormones in poultry production, and this theme was prevalent in the analysis of articles in this 
research, which can be attributed to the media outlets’ understanding of audience.  
Understanding audience is good, but when media outlets set agendas and frame articles that carry 
a neutral or negative tone about antibiotics it only contributes to distrust in agriculture (Bharad et 
al., 2010).  Increasing trust in agricultural practices should be the role of agricultural 
communicators, who understand agriculture and communication.  For agricultural 
communicators to begin to increase consumer trust of antibiotic and hormone use practices in 
poultry production they must first accurately understand the concerns of consumers and then 
craft agendas and frames that tell the audience not only that they should be thinking about 
antibiotic and hormone use in poultry production, but the correct way to think about this issue.   
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Not only should agricultural communicators put more emphasis on understanding the 
concerns of consumers, but they should also seek to improve transparency about antibiotic and 
hormone use in poultry production.  Brewer and Rojas (2007) pointed toward the lack of 
understanding of the use of antibiotics and hormones as one of the reasons for consumer concern 
of this issue.  Furthermore, the findings of this research point toward a lack of understanding of 
antibiotic use in poultry production in consumer concern for antibiotic use in poultry 
production’s role in increased antibiotic-resistant bacteria.  Yet, the fact that this research also 
noted the lack of consistent research about antibiotic use in poultry production’s role in increased 
antibiotic-resistant bacteria between agriculture and non-agriculture groups points toward the 
need for improved transparency in the dissemination of this information.  Bharad and colleagues 
(2010) noted that any media coverage on food safety issue is enough to lead to a decline in 
consumer trust, and this condition is only exacerbated when readers see the poultry industry 
pitted against consumer groups in a research controversy.  It is the place and role of an 
agricultural communicator to transparently display information about antibiotic and hormone use 
in poultry production outside of the realm of media, so that the possibility of increased consumer 
distrust Bharad and colleagues (2010) referenced is minimized.  These extra-media displays of 
transparency could take a number of forms including social marketing campaigns and public 
relations strategies.   
 Finally, agricultural communicators should do a better job of creating and maintaining 
relationships with media contacts outside of agriculture.  This study supports the idea that the 
way an issue is characterized in media affects how the public views the issue (Scheufele & 
Tewksbury, 2007), as noted in the analysis of framing in the sample of articles.  The two most 
prevalent frames used in these articles were human interest and responsibility, and these are the 
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characterizations of the issue journalists felt would resonate with readers (Scheufele & 
Tewksbury, 2007).  Essentially, journalists frame articles based on their understanding of what is 
important in an issue, and this understanding can be molded or modified depending on issue or 
topic.  Thus, this is an opportunity to build relationships with media contacts outside of 
agriculture who are framing the articles written about antibiotic and hormone use in poultry 
production.  Agricultural communicators should serve as the mouthpiece for the poultry industry, 
specifically building relationships with media who write articles about antibiotic and hormone 
use in poultry production and influencing what those reporters find as the most appropriate way 
to characterize these issues.  From the articles analyzed in this research the most prolific authors 
were Elizabeth Weise (USA Today), Laurie Burkitt and Julie Jargon (Wall Street Journal), and 
Marian Burros (New York Times).  Agricultural communicators should identify and build 
relationships with journalists like these who cover antibiotic and hormone use in poultry 
production with a focus on changing article framing options through transparent education of 
antibiotic and hormone use procedures in poultry production.   
Poultry Industry Public Relations 
The analysis of these articles that dealt with antibiotic and hormone use in poultry 
production yielded two recommendations for public relations in the poultry industry including 
increased transparency surrounding the subjects of the purpose of antibiotic and hormone use in 
poultry production and the role of antibiotic use in poultry production in increased levels of 
antibiotic-resistant bacteria and improved relations with media sources outside of agriculture.  
First, the poultry industry relies on the use of antibiotics to not only treat diseases but promote 
growth (Singer & Hofacre, 2006), which uniquely situates it as the source for information 
regarding the purpose of these practices.  Yet, this is an area of controversy as indicated by this 
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emergent theme in the findings.  Some reporters characterized this practice as only for growth 
promotion, while other characterized it for both treatment and promotion; and each of these 
characterizations sets for an agenda of what the readers should be thinking about in regard to 
antibiotic use in poultry production (McCombs & Shaw, 1972).  The poultry industry should 
focus on improving public relations with media and consumers surrounding this issue by 
improving the transparency of their messaging to these two constituent groups regarding the 
need for and purpose of antibiotic use in poultry production.  Hormones are not legal for use in 
poultry production (USDA, 2014), and this concept should be communicated more transparently 
as well.  The public relations efforts to improve transparency in this issue could likely be handled 
by an industry group, like the Poultry Federation or National Chicken Council, which should 
serve as the mouthpiece for integrators through educational efforts for media and consumers 
alike.   
Poultry industry public relations should also focus on improving transparency about the 
role of antibiotic use in poultry production in increased antibiotic-resistant bacteria, which was 
another emergent theme revealed through this study.  Consumers are already concerned with the 
potential effect antibiotic use in poultry production could have on increased levels of antibiotic-
resistant bacteria, and this is primarily because of a lack of understanding (Brewer & Rojas, 
2007).  Again, the poultry industry is uniquely situated to communicate through public relations 
efforts the truth about this situation.  As revealed through this study, there is a lack of consistent 
research about this topic that was cited by media analyzed in this study regularly, but the media 
in this case set an agenda that still points toward antibiotic use in poultry production contributing 
to increased levels of antibiotic-resistant bacteria.  It should be the role of poultry industry public 
relations to improve the image of this aspect of poultry production, so that a different, more 
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positive agendas can start to be implemented.  Completing this task could once again fall to an 
industry group that could act as a mouthpiece for the integrators through media education on the 
issue.   
Additionally, poultry industry public relations should improve relations with media 
outside of the agricultural industry.  As noted by this study, three media outlets outside of the 
agriculture community can have a significant impact through agenda setting and framing of 
articles about antibiotic and hormone use in poultry production; the effect of media on 
consumers in regard to agricultural perception has been noted in previous research as well 
(Malone et al., 2000).  The articles analyzed in this study were framed most prevalently through 
human interest and responsibility frames based on the perception of what the journalists thought 
were the schemas readers could most easily identify with (Scheufele & Tewksbury, 2007).  Also, 
most articles were written with either a neutral or negative tone.  As with agricultural 
communicators, there is an opportunity to build relationships with reporters who often write 
articles about antibiotic and hormone use in poultry production.  As public relations experts at 
individual integrators and at industry groups begin to build relationships with journalists, 
framing can be become more focused on the purpose of antibiotic use in poultry production, 
which is not primarily focused on human interest but on scientific results that improve food 
production.  Information and education can also be targeted at these media relationships that will 
help those journalists who are primarily neutral in tone become more positive and those 
journalists who are primarily negative become more neutral and eventually more positive.  
Journalists  
 In the same way the findings point toward the need for agricultural communicators and 
poultry industry public relations to build better relationships with reporters outside of agricultural 
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communications, there is also a need for journalists to develop stronger relationships with 
poultry industry contacts.  The findings highlighted a lack of qualities of good writing that affect 
tone and framing across the board for articles about antibiotic and hormone use in poultry 
production; considering that journalists frame articles based on their understanding of issues 
(Scheufele & Tewksbury, 2007), there is a lack of understanding about antibiotic and hormone 
use in poultry production.  To combat the lack of objectivity, verification of reality, fairness, 
balance, and accuracy, journalists who cover issues about antibiotic and hormone use in poultry 
production should make efforts to build relationships with contacts in the poultry industry.  This 
is not necessarily to say that journalists should cover the antibiotic and hormone issues in the 
exact way these poultry industry contacts desire, but building relationships and including quotes 
from sources in the poultry industry will improve these quality constructs.   
Future Research 
 Based on the findings and conclusions, future research should focus on gaining deeper 
understanding of how journalists and gatekeepers set agendas and frame articles about antibiotic 
and hormone use in poultry production, determining best practices to increase agricultural 
entities’ relations with media outside of agriculture, and examining the relationship between the 
agenda-setting function regarding antibiotic and hormone use in poultry production and 
consumer behavior.  Additionally, research outside the field of agricultural communications 
should delve deeper into understanding the link between antibiotic use in poultry production and 
increased levels of antibiotic-resistant bacteria.  First, qualitative research in the form of focus 
groups or interviews should be conducted to understand how journalists and gatekeepers decide 
on what agenda will be set about antibiotic and hormone use in poultry production and how those 
articles will be framed.  Also, pertinent recommendation for both agricultural communicators 
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and public relations in the poultry industry is to build relationships with media outside of 
agriculture, and future research should focus on the best ways for this to be accomplished.  True 
experimental research could also assess the effect on consumer behavior the agenda-setting 
function of articles about antibiotic and hormone use in poultry production exert based on 
purchasing of poultry.  Finally, this study pointed out the need for research to further clarify the 
contribution of antibiotic use in poultry production to increased levels of antibiotic-resistant 
bacteria, and this should be a focus of research for poultry scientists; more revealing data about 
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17. Cooking, New York Times 
18. Inside the Times, New York Times 
19. For Some Veal Calves, the Pasture is Home, New York Times 
20. Whole Foods to gobble up rival Fresh Fields, USA Today 
21. San Francisco's new International Terminal sends you off in style, USA Today 
22. Hamburger with those fries? Buyers beware, USA Today 
23. British Invasion hits grocery stores; Fresh & Easy arrives to take on the big guys in the 
USA, USA Today 
24. Spring allergies burst forth with the buds, USA Today 
25. 'Panicology' is the antidote to a panic-stricken world; Stat guys analyze what scares us, 
add dose of skepticism, USA Today 
26. Non-profit Panera uses honor system; Customers asked to pay 'fair share' to help those 
who can't, USA Today 
27. Salmonella outbreak spurs call for more action, USA Today 
28. Salmonella shows drug resistance; Latest outbreak in the West puts many in hospital, 
USA Today 
29. 'Lunch lady' gets a makeover; Schools revamp how meals are made, ordered, USA Today 
30. Drug makers go all out to squash 'superbugs', Wall Street Journal  
31. Corrections & Amplifications, Wall Street Journal  
32. Resurrecting Genes Helps Scientists Learn About Extinct Species, Wall Street Journal  
33. The Informed Patient: Preventing the Tragedy of Misdiagnosis; Kaiser, VA Lead Effort 
To Provide Doctors With Tools That Help Improve Accuracy, Wall Street Journal  
34. An Atlantic Trade Opportunity, Wall Street Journal  








Articles focused on Poultry Antibiotics and Hormones 
 
Article outlet:  
 
Section in which the article ran: 
 
Title of article: 
 
Journalistic writer/author (name):  
 
Number of words in the article: 
 
 
Type of article: 
___ Hard news – coverage of live and current events, uses the inverted pyramid, usually less 
than 500 words 
___ Feature – emphasizes the human or entertaining aspects of a situation, uses block 
format, usually 500 words or more 
___ Editorial – an article of comment or opinion, usually found in the editorial section  
 
Frame of article: 
___ Conflict – highlights the tension between individuals, groups, or institutions 
___ Economic consequences – focuses on how an individual, group, organization, country, 
or region will be affected economically by an issue or event 
___ Human interest – brings an individual’s perspective or emotional angle to the 
presentation of an event, issue, or problem 
___ Responsibility – attributes responsibility to a group, organization, or institution 
___ Inconclusive/multiple 
 
What is the focus of the article? 
 
 Antibiotics Hormones Both 
 
What is (are) the key message(s) portrayed about antibiotic/hormone use in the poultry 














How is the use of antibiotics/hormones in the poultry industry portrayed in this article? 
(circle one) 
 
Positive Neutral Negative 
 
Questions 1 through 13 should be coded as either 0 (no), 1 (can’t tell), or 2 (yes). 
1. Is the article accurate? ___ 
– Article is written using quotes from sources 
– Article incorporates authoritative, knowledgeable, and reliable human sources and 
relevant, reliable physical sources 
 
2. Does the article include attribution? ___ 
– Article gives credit to sources of information 
 
3. Does the article verify the reality of the situation?___ 
– Article contains information that portrays reality 
– Article does not misrepresent or fail to cover certain parts of a situation 
 
4. Is the article complete in its coverage? ___ 
– Article provides full coverage of the situation 
– Article does not leave readers uninformed  
 
5. Is the article fair? ___ 
– Article includes relevant information  
– Article does not attempt to mislead or deceive the reader 
– Article is straightforward 
– Article does not implicate innocent parties 
  
6. Is the article balanced?___ 
– Article includes information from all parties with stakes in the situation 
– Article includes past comment if no current comment was gathered from one party 
– Article lists attempts to contact if no comment was given by a concerned party 
 
7. Is the article written objectively? ___ 
– Article is free of explicit instances of the reporter’s opinions or feelings 
– Article contains verified facts about what has been said and done 
– Article is an account of a situation from an impartial and independent observer 
 
8. Is the article brief, yet sufficient? ___ 
– Article is succinct and terse 
– Article does take up unnecessary space 
 
9. Does the article exhibit selectivity? ___ 
– Article includes only needed information 
 
10. Does the article exhibit clarity? ___ 




– Article uses short sentences, everyday language, coherence, and logical story structure 
 
11. Does the article incorporate human interest? ___ 
– Article is told in human terms by incorporating sources involved in the situation 
 
12. Does the article showcase the reporter’s responsibility? ___ 
– Article represents reporter’s commitment to the story, to journalism, and to the public 
 
13. Is the article written well? ___ 
– Article follows AP Style 
– Article uses appropriate writing style (i.e. inverted pyramid or block format) 
 
 
